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Executive Summary 

The Rift Valley is the crucible of Kenya’s intercommunal conflicts and often the site 
of confrontations among rival ethnic political blocs. Though an election alliance has 
brought together the two largest ethnic groups in the region, the Kikuyu and Kalenjin, 
and helped avert large-scale violence during the 2013 polls, the task of reconciliation 
is far from complete. The government has failed to heal rifts created by multiple prior 
rounds of political bloodshed and violent land disputes. While major Kikuyu versus 
Kalenjin conflict is unlikely during elections scheduled for August 2017, serious local 
violence is possible, particularly as the creation of new counties run by powerful 
locally-elected officials has increased the stakes of political competition. To minimise 
the risk, the government and donors should do more to implement conflict-sensitive 
policing and revive the peacebuilding infrastructure that has largely been neglected 
since 2013. 

A cocktail of grievances explains persistent tensions that accompany elections in 
the Rift Valley. Politicians typically trigger fighting by exploiting historical injustices 
related to land ownership and rejection of the participation of “outsiders” (ie, mem-
bers of ethnic groups not native to the region) in local politics. Tellingly, major con-
flict has marred three of five elections held since the reintroduction of multiparty 
politics in 1992. Violence often aims to evict members of ethnic communities seen as 
backing rival parties or to depress turnout via intimidation.  

A tactical alliance among Kikuyu and Kalenjin elites helped limit 2013 election-
related strife. President Uhuru Kenyatta (a Kikuyu) and Deputy President William 
Ruto (a Nandi/Kalenjin), who were on opposing sides in 2007, were both indicted by 
the International Criminal Court (ICC) for crimes against humanity but their cases 
collapsed. Ahead of the 2013 polls, Kenyatta and Ruto joined in the Jubilee Alliance, 
a coalition of largely Kikuyu and Kalenjin ethnic parties. Their formidable political 
machine defeated the Coalition for Reforms and Democracy (CORD) led by Raila 
Odinga, Ruto’s former ally. The alliance was further strengthened in September 2016 
when the Jubilee Party (JP) replaced the old, looser arrangement. It now seeks not 
only victory in 2017 but also to help Ruto secure Kikuyu support for his anticipated 
presidential bid in 2022. 

This political deal-making has yielded a welcome albeit superficial calm. A trans-
actional electoral pact is a fragile base upon which to build a lasting peace. Kalenjin 
politicians repeatedly warn that Kikuyu elites plan to stop Ruto from ascending to 
power by backing a Kikuyu candidate in 2022. Failure by the Kikuyu side of the 
Jubilee coalition to endorse Ruto in 2022 almost inevitably would trigger major 
instability in the Rift Valley.  

Of more immediate concern is sub-national competition for the executive gover-
norship of counties created under the devolution system implemented following the 
2007 election crisis. Kenya’s 2010 constitution remodels the state by redistributing 
power and resources away from the presidency. Under the new system, 47 counties 
run by governors and assemblies receive significant resources, giving them substan-
tial patronage power. Competition for these positions in 2017 is expected to be intense. 
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And, as many Rift Valley counties are divided along ethnic and sub-ethnic lines, this 
competition easily could degenerate into intercommunal fighting. 

Seven of nineteen counties listed by the National Cohesion and Integration Com-
mission (NCIC), a state agency charged with coordinating peacebuilding efforts, among 
potential violence hotspots ahead of the 2017 elections are in the Rift Valley. The in-
terior ministry says it is aware of the danger of renewed conflict and plans to deploy 
large numbers of security forces to the area before and during the elections. This is a 
necessary but insufficient step. Peacebuilding agencies established under the 2010 
constitution, including the NCIC, will need to do more to identify people suspected 
of incitement, particularly ahead of county-level elections. They need to broaden 
existing efforts to record every major political rally, monitor hate speech and make 
sure relevant politicians know they are being watched.  

Donors should enhance support for these agencies. Likewise, the government and 
donors ought to revive the peacebuilding efforts that began after the 2007 crisis. This 
should include restoring support for local peace committees. Ultimately, addressing 
grievances over land, tackling disputes over boundaries in ethnically-mixed areas and 
engaging in a genuine reconciliation campaign to bridge the gulf of mistrust created 
by cycles of blood-letting will be required to achieve a sustainable peace.  
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Recommendations 

To prevent and mitigate the immediate risks of violence in  
the Rift Valley ahead of the August election and, in the longer term,  
put the region on a firmer course to peace and stability 

To the national and county governments:  

1. Facilitate, fund and step up local peacebuilding and reconciliation efforts, espe-
cially in potential violence hotspots, in the months prior to the elections. 

2. Speed up establishment of functional and competent County Peace Committees 
after the elections; ensure they are inclusive; and, in particular, take steps to guar-
antee women are adequately represented and can operate in a safe and enabling 
environment.  

3. Encourage and facilitate inter-county talks involving elected officials and a broad 
cross-section of respected civil society leaders to ease tensions on contested county 
boundaries; and create an independent technical commission after the election 
to review contested boundaries and propose binding solutions. 

To the Kenya police service:  

4. Deploy sufficient experienced and well-trained personnel to potential violence 
hotspots well in advance of the polls; and ensure crowd control and anti-riot 
responses are humane, proportionate and non-partisan. 

To the National Cohesion and Integration Commission (NCIC):  

5. Step up monitoring of ethnic hate speech at political rallies and in vernacular 
media and coordinate with law enforcement to provide information for purposes 
of prosecution. 

To donors:  

6. Offer technical assistance to the National Cohesion and Integration Commission 
to improve the agency’s evidence-gathering capabilities and to better enable it 
compile strong cases against politicians involved in incitement. 

7. Provide enhanced technical and financial support to civil society organisations 
engaged in peace building and reconciliation efforts in the Rift Valley. 

Nairobi/Brussels, 30 May 2017 
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Kenya’s Rift Valley: Old Wounds, 
Devolution’s New Anxieties 

I. Introduction 

Politically-instigated ethnic strife in the former Rift Valley province is not uncommon. 
Periodic, localised flare-ups usually coincide with electoral cycles. Before and after 
elections in the 1990s, supporters of then-President Daniel Arap Moi’s Kenya African 
National Union (KANU) targeted members of the Kikuyu, Luhya, and Luo communi-
ties in the area, who largely supported the opposition.1 The most serious clashes, which 
occurred after the disputed presidential election in 2007-2008, engulfed much of the 
Rift Valley region and took the country to the brink of civil war. Most of this violence 
pitted the Kikuyu and a few communities believed to have backed President Mwai 
Kibaki’s re-election against the Kalenjin, Luo and Luhya groups that supported 
opposition leader Raila Odinga’s candidacy. International political intervention was 
required to quell the violence and broker a settlement. That Kikuyu and Kalenjin are 
now allied reflects shifting ethnic alliances across Kenyan electoral cycles. 

This report focuses on multi-ethnic counties in the Rift Valley with a history of sig-
nificant election-related violence. It examines the state of reconciliation efforts in the 
area and assesses the dangers of relying on a tenuous political alliance between Kikuyu 
and Kalenjin elites to guarantee peace. It calls for substantial investment in grass-
roots peacebuilding initiatives as a more sustainable approach to averting conflict. 

The report also assesses how the system of devolution introduced by the 2010 con-
stitution has altered the political landscape. In this sense, it is a companion to earlier 
analysis of the political and security impact of the country’s new devolved government, 
which was introduced in part to reduce all-or-nothing competition for the presidency 
but which unwittingly has injected new volatility in ethnically mixed subnational en-
tities.2 Research involved multiple trips to Nakuru, Uasin Gishu, Narok, Baringo and 
West Pokot counties and interviews with a wide spectrum of individuals, including 
national and county government officials, governance and public policy experts, peace 
actors, academics, business people and local leaders. 

 
 
1 For more context see Crisis Group Africa Reports N°s 137, Kenya in Crisis, 21 February 2008; and 
197, Kenya’s 2013 Elections, 17 January 2013. 
2 Crisis Group Africa Briefings N°s 121, Kenya’s Coast: Devolution Disappointed, 13 July 2016; and 
114, Kenya’s Somali North East: Devolution and Security, 17 November 2015.  
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II. The Legacy of Rift Valley Violence 

A. The Land Factor 

Although causes of the Rift Valley’s cyclical violence are diverse and its intensity varies 
area to area, virtually all conflicts are linked to land tenure and exacerbated by ethno-
regionalist sentiments and politics. The perception that “outsiders” have usurped 
indigenous communities’ ancestral land is the most potent perennial grievance poli-
ticians invoke to galvanise ethnic support bases, often with tragic consequences.3 

Much of the discontent revolves around the manner in which President Jomo 
Kenyatta (a Kikuyu) dealt with land formerly appropriated by white settlers from 
local communities. European settlers had forced the pastoral Kalenjin, Maasai, Sam-
buru, Pokot and Turkana out of land they historically occupied and set up farms, while 
Kikuyu, Luo, Kisii and Luhya were brought in as labourers.4 After Kenya gained in-
dependence in 1963, the Kenyatta government bought settlers’ land and then redis-
tributed it. The Kikuyu community benefited most, purchasing the choicest plots 
through cooperatives and land-buying companies. This facilitated the settlement of 
hundreds of thousands of Kikuyu in the Rift Valley, leaving the Kalenjin and Maasai 
feeling short-changed.5  

A superficial peace held for many years, facilitated in part by deal-making among 
ethnic elites. President Kenyatta picked Daniel Moi (a Kalenjin) as his vice president 
in 1967 and endorsed him as his eventual successor, a choice aimed at soothing 
Kalenjin land grievances. Moi took office when Kenyatta died in August 1978. Ten-
sions in the Rift Valley grew when a movement that advocated expansion of the 
political space and introduction of multiparty politics gained steam in the late 1980s. 
Facing a stiff electoral challenge, the Moi government instigated violence against 
non-locals in the Rift Valley belonging to the Kikuyu, Luo and Luhya communities, 
whose members were largely pro-opposition.  

The Kikuyu suffered the most from the killings and displacements.6 As a result, 
tensions between the Kikuyu and the Kalenjin escalated. After Moi’s long-ruling KANU 
party lost elections in 2002, Kalenjin grievances intensified as local elites accused 
the new president, Mwai Kibaki (a Kikuyu), of sacking many Kalenjin public officials 
during his first term in office (2002-2007). Kalenjin voters heavily backed opposition 
leader Raila Odinga against Kibaki in the December 2007 elections. When Kibaki 
was declared the winner after a disputed tallying process, Kalenjin youths turned on 
their Kikuyu neighbours, killing hundreds and displacing tens of thousands. 

 
 
3 Crisis Group Africa Report N°137, Kenya in Crisis, op. cit., p. 12; Crisis Group interview, human 
rights researcher, Nairobi, 13 January 2016. 
4 Alice W. Nderitu, “Mediation for Peace: From the Nakuru County Peace Accord (2010-2012) to 
Lasting Peace”, Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, 2014. “The Rift Valley’s deadly land rows”, IRIN, 
18 January 2008. Jomo Kenyatta was the father of current President Uhuru Kenyatta. 
5 Crisis Group interview, conflict analyst, Eldoret, September 2016. The government allocated some 
land it had bought from settlers willing to go home after independence to settlement schemes. 
Kalenjin and the Maasai argued it was their indigenous land and should be returned to them. Ken-
yatta famously said, “hakuna cha bure” (nothing is for free). Ibid. 
6 “Report of the judicial commission appointed to inquire into tribal clashes in Kenya”, Nairobi, 
1999. 
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B. No Genuine Post-election Violence Reconciliation 

After the 2007-2008 violence, the government, together with local civil society organ-
isations, undertook reconciliation, focusing initially on convening grassroots peace 
meetings in affected districts to defuse tensions and repair social cohesion. In Nakuru 
county, a major epicentre of violence, government and civil society identified 80 male 
elders – 40 from each of the main ethnic communities, the Kalenjin and Kikuyu – to 
participate in a peace process that lasted sixteen months before a local agreement 
was reached. 

But early reconciliation momentum was not sustained. The alliance between the 
Kikuyu and Kalenjin following Jubilee’s 2013 election victory lulled many into be-
lieving historic foes were on an “irreversible” course to overcoming animosities.7 Yet 
Rift Valley reconciliation remains superficial. “What we have is negative peace … 
calm”, said a governance expert.8 Old wounds are far from healed, and the situation 
in many ethnically-mixed settlements remains volatile.  

In parts of Njoro and Nakuru, for example, previously displaced persons who re-
turned to their farms continue to express fears of election-related violence, and some 
have made contingency relocation plans.9 The poorly managed resettlement scheme 
established to care for those displaced in 2007-2008 is a major source of grievance 
among thousands of families, mostly Kikuyu, many of whom were resettled in their 
central Kenya ethnic strongholds or on land procured elsewhere in the region. Others, 
with title to farms deep in Kalenjin territory, such as Uasin Gishu county, say they 
were coerced into selling or leasing their land.10 

A key provision of the Kenya National Dialogue and Reconciliation (KNDR) agree-
ment that ended the violence was a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission 
(TJRC), designed to address grievances and historical injustices. That body, despite 
many hurdles in documenting injustices, managed in two years to draw up “a rela-
tively good reparation framework”. While well received, it was never implemented.11 

 
 
7 Some also contend the election of Kenyatta and Ruto forced many civil society organisations and 
donors to pull out of the Rift Valley, as they were seen as agents of the ICC and, by extension, of the 
West. Crisis Group interview, conflict mediator, Eldoret, September 2016.  
8 Crisis Group interview, governance expert, Nakuru, September 2016, March 2017.  
9 Crisis Group interview, conflict mediation specialist, Eldoret, February 2016, March 2017; Gabri-
elle Lynch, “Electing the ‘alliance of the accused’: the success of the Jubilee Alliance in Kenya’s Rift 
Valley”, Journal of Eastern African Studies, vol. 8, no. 1 (2014), pp. 93-114. 
10 “Stolen cows are still being milked. What was needed was a genuine reconciliation process like 
the Rwandan Gacaca courts system”. Crisis Group interview, governance expert, Nakuru, April 2016, 
March 2017. The Gacaca, loosely translated as “justice among the grass” is a form of community 
justice rooted in Rwandan tradition that involves community members electing judges and hearing 
cases without the participation of lawyers. Tens of thousands of suspects were brought before such 
forums following the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, a system some have praised as helping foster reconcil-
iation by facilitating open discussion at the community level of the crimes that were committed.  
11 Crisis Group interview, policy researcher, Nairobi, April 2016, March 2017. 
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C. Impunity 

The state lacks either ability or will to prosecute powerful, wealthy, politically-con-
nected individuals. Successive governments have implemented few of the recommen-
dations growing out of past inquiries into electoral and ethnic violence.12 Most post-
election violence victims were neither adequately compensated nor afforded justice.  

On 15 December 2010, following the Kenyan judiciary’s failure to prosecute sus-
pects behind the killings, the International Criminal Court’s chief prosecutor, Luis 
Moreno-Ocampo, announced that the court would seek to prosecute five high-ranking 
officials and a journalist for their alleged role in inciting and organising violence. 
Kenyatta and Ruto were among the suspects. The pair eventually formed an alliance 
that won the 2013 elections with Kenyatta as president and Ruto as deputy president. 
Fatou Bensouda, Moreno-Ocampo’s successor, accused senior government officials 
in the Kenyatta administration of actively opposing investigations of the president 
and his deputy and failing to cooperate with prosecution requests.13 The government 
also mounted a diplomatic offensive to halt court action against the pair, rallying the 
African Union to demand a stop to court action. The two cases eventually collapsed.  

The Jubilee alliance’s stance against the ICC proved popular among many voters 
in 2013; Kenyatta and Ruto successfully whipped up support by casting the court as 
a Western, neo-colonial instrument. But their hostility to the only available means of 
providing justice – after the Kenyan parliament rejected efforts to establish a local tri-
bunal – left victims of the fighting with no judicial recourse. Such grievances easily 
could be exploited in the future. While the alliance between the Kalenjin and Kikuyu 
leaders has lowered short-term prospects for violence between the two communities, 
a breach in their fragile coalition would almost certainly reignite Rift Valley hostilities.  

 
 
12 In February 2014, the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) announced that it found 
insufficient evidence to proceed with any of more than 4,000 post-election violence related cases. 
Past inquiries included the Kiliku Parliamentary Select Committee (1992), Akiwumi Judicial Com-
mission (1999), Ndungu Commission of Inquiry into Illegal and Irregular Allocation of Public Land 
(2004) and the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission (2013). Crisis Group interview, gov-
ernance expert, Nakuru, April 2016. 
13 “Statement of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Fatou Bensouda, on the status 
of the Government of Kenya’s cooperation with the Prosecution’s investigations in the Kenyatta 
case”, press statement, Office of the Prosecutor, 5 December 2014; Crisis Group interview, human 
rights researcher, Nairobi, April 2016, March 2017. 
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III. Ruto, the ICC and Jubilee Politics in the Rift Valley 

The ICC decisions to withdraw charges against President Uhuru Kenyatta in Decem-
ber 2014 and Deputy President William Ruto in April 2016 were welcomed in their 
respective communities. Dismissal of Ruto’s case brought particular relief in the Rift 
Valley, where uncertainty over his fate was beginning to sow division within the gov-
erning coalition. Claims Kenyatta was not doing enough to get his deputy president 
off the hook fed Kalenjin mistrust, heightening fear of renewed intercommunal ten-
sion.14 Ruto supporters pointed out that Kenyatta would not have secured the presi-
dency without the Kalenjin-dominated Rift Valley, where he obtained 2.2 million votes 
against Odinga’s 707,000.15 Jubilee-affiliated politicians also swept parliamentary 
contests, gained the governorships in five out of six Kalenjin-dominated counties, 
the women’s representative position (a single-member seat reserved for women) in 
all six counties and the senate seats in four. Ruto’s United Republican Party (URP), a 
Jubilee alliance affiliate, clinched 35 of 41 parliamentary seats in Kalenjin-majority 
constituencies.16 These seats were crucial in helping Jubilee command a majority in 
parliament.  

Collapse of the Ruto case improved Jubilee Alliance cohesion, increased momen-
tum to transform the coalition into a single party and diminished political and social 
tension in the Rift Valley. Jubilee convened a large “thanksgiving” rally in Nakuru 
days after the announcement, primarily to show the health of the Kikuyu-Kalenjin 
alliance and reaffirm Ruto’s centrality to 2022 election plans.17 Strategists were par-
ticularly keen to counter damaging speculation that politicians from the Kikuyu-
dominated Mount Kenya region were actively campaigning against him and hinting 
their community would not support him for the presidency. 

The Jubilee Alliance parties formally agreed to disband and merge into the Jubi-
lee Party in September 2016, after lengthy negotiations and despite opposition in 
parts of the Rift Valley and Central Kenya. Local politicians who rejected the formal 
union contended that it deprived communities of political platforms to articulate 
ethno-regional interests. While Kenyatta and Ruto justified the merger as enhancing 
“national unity”, their real motive was to consolidate the transactional electoral pact: 
locking in Kalenjin votes for Kenyatta in 2017 in return for Kikuyu support for Ruto 
in 2022.  

 
 
14 In a bid to reassure the Kalenjin, Kenyatta launched a diplomatic campaign to drum up African 
support for Ruto and bolster Kenya’s opposition to the ICC. He lobbied African states at the AU sum-
mit in Addis Ababa in January 2016 and sent a delegation to the ICC’s fourteenth Assembly of State 
Parties in 2015 seeking to stop the court from applying its Rule 68 that would allow the use of 
recanted evidence in the case against Ruto. 
15 “4th March 2013 General Election Data Report”, Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commis-
sion (IEBC), March 2013.  
16 Gabrielle Lynch, op. cit. 
17 Kenyatta also used the rally to declare that his government would not allow any Kenyan to under-
go the “nightmare” of the ICC process, a remark widely viewed as signalling an irreparable breach 
with the court. Subsequently, Kenya declined to hand over three citizens wanted by the ICC for wit-
ness tampering and bribery: Walter Barasa, a journalist; Paul Gicheru, a lawyer; and Philip Kip-
koech Bett. Africa Confidential, vol. 57, no. 11, 27 May 2016. 
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The majority of Kalenjin are almost certain to vote for Kenyatta, not because they 
are happy with the current power sharing, but because they want to hold the Kikuyu 
to their side of the bargain. However, Ruto’s 2022 bid faces several potential hur-
dles. First, he needs backing from the Kikuyu in Rift Valley, especially in Nakuru and 
Naivasha, where intense fighting occurred during the post-election crisis and inter-
communal ties remain fragile.18 Second, Kikuyu elites could renege on their pledge and 
seek an alternative ethnic alliance; they even could present their own presidential 
candidate.19 

 
 
18 Crisis Group interview, resident, Nakuru, September 2016. 
19 Crisis Group interview, community leader, Eldoret, February 2016, March 2017. 
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IV. The Promise and Perils of Devolution 

Devolution was designed to reduce excessive powers vested in a centralised “impe-
rial” presidency. The president’s enormous influence and patronage meant that the 
stakes of winner-take-all elections became quasi-existential for rival ethnic elites. This 
explains in part widespread inter-ethnic fighting witnessed in 2007. 

A new constitution adopted in 2010 substantially remodelled the Kenyan state. It 
created two layers of government at the national and the county levels. Elected gover-
nors preside over 47 counties, replacing provincial administration executives previously 
appointed by the president. They wield considerable power over basic education, 
health care, agricultural extension and local infrastructure maintenance, controlling 
an annual budget running into millions of dollars.  

Devolution has proven popular. According to a September 2016 opinion poll by 
Ipsos Synovate, some 77 per cent of Kenyans support the new model. Although an-
nual reports by the auditor-general since 2013 have flagged large-scale misappropri-
ation of funds at the county level, many Kenyans still judge devolution preferable to 
the previously centralised and largely unaccountable presidency. But with the bene-
fits come risks. Cut-throat competition for gubernatorial positions could replicate 
locally the nationwide winner-take-all contests for the presidency that triggered con-
flicts in ethnically mixed regions in the past. Rift Valley counties, which are divided 
along ethnic and sub-ethnic lines, could be particularly hard-hit. 

A. Devolution and Conflict 

Even as it helped reduce the excessive concentration of power in the presidency, 
devolution created unintended consequences. First, it increased competition among 
local communities, some of whom inevitably feel they are losing out.20 Second, and 
relatedly, as local positions acquire greater salience, electoral contests are likely to 
become increasingly heated and divisive; as one illustration, many members of the 
national legislature have decided to try to unseat incumbent governors.21 All in all, 
intra- and inter-ethnic competition for both resources and political representation is 
escalating in some counties ahead of the August 2017 elections, with the attendant 
risk of renewed local unrest and violence.  

In 2013, in an effort to mitigate that risk, some counties with multi-ethnic popu-
lations initiated dialogues among ethnic groups or reached ad hoc deals to allocate 
county seats to smaller communities.22 For example, in the Trans Nzoia pre-election 
pact, locally known as the Mapanga accord, the majority Luhya received the gover-
norship while the county’s largest Kalenjin sub-group, the Sabaot, won control of the 

 
 
20 Crisis Group interview, conflict analyst, Eldoret, September 2016.  
21 Crisis Group interviews, senior National Cohesion and Integration Commission (NCIC) official, 
Nairobi, January 2016; civil society official, April 2016. 
22 The governor works with a legislature comprised of elected representatives known as Members of 
County Assembly. The governor appoints a cabinet to implement policies but relies on the assembly 
to approve budgets and set broad outlines for spending priorities. The assembly can also impeach 
the governor.  
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senate.23 The pact extended to neighbouring Luhya Bukusu-majority Bungoma county, 
where the Sabaot again were accommodated in a power-sharing deal. Yet while these 
at least temporarily averted conflict in some violence-prone districts, they are unravel-
ling, as communities and individuals eye the bigger prize – the governorship. Minor-
ity groups (Sabaot, Kikuyu, Nandi, Pokot and Kisii) in Trans Nzoia are thus devising 
a strategy to unite against the Luhya.24 

Counties with a mixed ethnic makeup are most vulnerable to election-related flare-
ups. In Nakuru, a major flashpoint in 2007-2008 where the predominant Kikuyu 
coexist with a large Kalenjin minority, a pre-2013 election pact arguably averted con-
flict. A Kikuyu governor and his Kipsigis running mate won the election while the 
two communities shared county executive positions proportionately.25 Yet during 
Jubilee Party primaries in April 2017, unidentified individuals reportedly distributed 
leaflets threatening to evict the Kikuyu if the county failed to elect a governor seen as 
commanding the support of the Kalenjin.26 In 2013, the Kikuyu felt short-changed in 
neighbouring Kalenjin-majority Uasin Gishu (Eldoret) county so this time around 
they are demanding better representation: the deputy governor’s post and/or a 
national assembly member for Turbo constituency (where they are numerous).27  

During the 2017 election cycle, the potential for conflict is especially high in coun-
ties experiencing intense local grievance about the influence of “non-locals” (ie, ethnic 
groups settled in areas already claimed by a dominant local community). In Narok, 
where 1992 and 1997 elections were marred by violence aimed at evicting the Kiku-
yu, the state’s peacebuilding agency, the National Cohesion and Integration Com-
mission (NCIC), has warned about heightened intercommunal tensions.28 Ahead of 
the 2017 elections, Maasai grievances are focused on the Kipsigis, who form a sub-
stantial minority there and are seen as backing a candidate for governor who many 
locals feel does not represent Maasai interests.29 

B. Inter-county and Intercommunal Border Disputes 

Inter-county border areas increasingly are prone to inter-ethnic violence because 
boundaries have not been properly demarcated, overlap with notions of ethnic 
“ancestral homeland” and at times straddle major political fault lines. The colonial 
administration drew many district borders without much consideration of ethnic 
makeup. Constituency and district boundary reviews following independence, which 
were influenced by patronage politics and elite interest, only compounded the prob-
lem. The more than 25 inter-county boundary disputes have proved particularly dif-

 
 
23 The communities reached agreement in Mapanga. The Luhya Bukusu leader Moses Wetangula 
facilitated the negotiations. Of the five elected representatives to the National Assembly in Trans 
Nzoia county, one was from the Nandi community, two were Sabaot and two Luhya. 
24 Crisis Group interview, conflict analyst, Eldoret, September 2016, March 2017. 
25 Both communities had large investments in the county and had suffered losses in the past. Alice 
W. Nderitu, op. cit.  
26 “Nakuru residents link hate leaflets to politicians ousted in primaries”, The Star, 30 April 2017. 
27 Crisis Group interview, Kalenjin intellectual, Eldoret, September 2016, March 2017. 
28 Crisis Group interview, National Cohesion and Integration Commission (NCIC) official, Nairobi, 
April 2017. 
29 Crisis Group interview, prominent Maasai elder, Narok, February 2017. 
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ficult to manage.30 Yet there is little political appetite for a new review and proper 
demarcation, in part because it could prove divisive, triggering unrest. 

The border dispute between Kisumu and Nandi counties ranks among the most 
volatile. Over the last four years, the area has experienced several deadly armed 
clashes between the Luo and Kalenjin. Because the two communities are on opposite 
sides of the political divide (the Luo back the opposition while the Kalenjin support 
the ruling party), local politicians might choose to incite violence in the border area 
ahead of upcoming elections to discourage supporters of rival parties from voting.31  

 
 
30 Crisis Group interviews, senior NCIC official, Nairobi, January 2016; conflict analyst, Eldoret, 
September 2016. 
31 Land ownership and border disputes also exist among the Kipsigis, Kisii and Maasai along their 
shared borders in Narok, Bomet, Nyamira and Kisii counties; small ethnic clashes occasionally have 
caused deaths and injuries. Crisis Group interviews, security analyst, Nairobi, February 2016; con-
flict analyst, Eldoret, September 2016. 
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V. Reinvesting in Peace 

A. Police Reform 

The Commission of Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence, appointed to probe causes 
of the 2007-2008 crisis, strongly criticised the performance of police, who killed doz-
ens of protestors in opposition strongholds and perpetrated gender-based violence.32 
The 2010 constitution incorporated a number of the commission’s reforms, including 
a civilian oversight authority board (the Independent Policing Oversight Authority) 
and a National Police Service Commission to inject professionalism into personnel 
management. However, a governance and public policy expert who was involved in 
drafting the constitution said implementation of those changes had been patchy and 
uneven.33  

The executive, which benefits from a weak and disorganised police service that 
serves its interests, has shown little appetite for substantial reforms.34 The president 
and interior secretary have spoken out against proposals for the public vetting of sen-
ior police officers, claiming it could damage morale. Critics say their real intention is 
to slow down police reforms.35 A vetting panel convened by the National Police Ser-
vice Commission has forced some officers into retirement but has failed to change the 
entrenched culture of corruption. An August 2016 survey by Infotrak found that the 
public regarded the police as the country’s most corrupt institution.36 

The government has done a better job procuring police hardware. In January 2017, 
it purchased heavy-duty military trucks and armoured personnel carriers, signalling 
its intent to deal firmly with electoral violence and other threats, including banditry 
and terrorism. The inspector general of police, Joseph Boinett, has earned accolades 
for his efforts to rebuild the force and invest in specialised units, such as the Rapid 
Deployment Unit (RDU). Tens of thousands of new recruits have improved police 
capacity to deal with outbreaks of violence. But these steps are insufficient to yield a 
more effective police service. To deal with future crises, the police need not only to 
embrace the reforms outlined in the constitution, but also to revise the police train-
ing curriculum, which remains rooted in a colonial mindset.37  

B. Peacebuilding  

A second challenge relates to peacebuilding, and notably to the lack of inter-agency 
coordination. Bodies such as the Directorate of National Cohesion and National 
Values and the National Steering Committee on Peacebuilding and Conflict Manage-
ment (NSC) do not have clearly delineated roles. Parliament adopted a national peace 
policy with coordination mechanisms in 2015, but implementation has been slow. 
 
 
32 In some locations in the former Rift Valley province, police took sides based on ethnicity and pol-
itics. “Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Post-Election Violence (CIPEV)”, 15 October 2008. 
Crisis Group interview, governance expert, Nakuru, September 2016.  
33 Crisis Group telephone interview, experienced public policy expert, Nakuru, March 2017. 
34 Crisis Group interview, security expert, Nakuru, April 2016, March 2017. 
35 “NPSC should not vet officers as it does not understand police work, says CS Nkaissery”, Daily 
Nation, 26 June 2016. 
36 “Police service still most corrupt – Survey”, Citizen Digital, 23 August 2016. 
37 Crisis Group interview, security expert, Nakuru, April 2016, March 2017. 
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A government official said: “Engaging partners with different interests, orientation, 
and time frame has proved difficult”.38 The government needs to undertake a review 
of these structures and should merge agencies with duplicate roles.  

There are precedents upon which to build. Prior to 2007, community-based District 
Peace Committees (DPCs), primarily in arid and semi-arid regions, helped improve 
intercommunal relations by establishing channels for dialogue between elders from 
different ethnic groups and clans with a history of violent disputes over resources. 
After the post-election violence in 2013, the office of the president expanded the peace 
committee model to the rest of the country, under the supervision of the National 
Steering Committee on Peacebuilding and Conflict Management (NSC).  

While these committees helped diminish local conflicts, they were both underuti-
lised and hamstrung by multiple challenges. The selection process, heavily influenced 
by political patronage, lacked popular legitimacy. Moreover, membership, which was 
short-term, voluntary and unpaid, was in constant flux. Government officials and local 
administrators also sought to undermine the committees, which they saw as threats 
to their power and influence. Perhaps most significantly, the committees lacked sta-
ble funding and depended entirely on donor goodwill. As a result, most were inactive 
or moribund, convened only during emergencies.39 

Neglect of these crucial peace actors is regrettable. Past experience suggests 
the District Peace Committees have considerable conflict-prevention potential, espe-
cially in the Rift Valley and other troubled regions. But county governments need 
to ensure the committees receive regular funds (supplemented by national govern-
ment and donor aid) and that their membership is competent, credible and broadly 
representative. 

C. Women and Peacebuilding 

Women remain underrepresented in formal peacebuilding institutions in the Rift 
Valley. In the ethnically mixed Nakuru county, which saw severe conflict in 2007-
2008, initiatives by state agencies are largely male dominated. For example, follow-
ing the post-election crisis, the NCIC brought together 80 male elders, 40 each from 
the Kalenjin and Kikuyu communities, to participate in a peace process that lasted 
sixteen months before a local peace agreement was reached.40 Likewise, women are 
inadequately represented in District Peace Committees; during field research in the 
Rift Valley, Crisis Group found that women were almost entirely absent in these 
forums.41 Women leaders are, however, represented in civil society or community-
led organisations, especially those promoting health and education services for women 
and girls, inter-community reconciliation and peacebuilding. A prominent example 
is Tegla Loroupe – a renowned Kenyan athlete from the Pokot community – who runs 
a foundation that promotes peacebuilding and educational initiatives through sports.42  
 
 
38 Crisis Group interview, government official, Nairobi, April 2016, March 2017.  
39 Crisis Group interviews, civil society representative and NSC official, Nairobi, February 2016, 
March 2017. 
40 Alice W. Nderitu, op. cit., Crisis Group interview, peace activist, Nakuru, April 2016, March 2017.  
41 Crisis Group interviews, Nakuru, Eldoret, Narok, February 2016, April 2016, September 2016. 
42 The foundation has peace races drawing participants from warring communities and runs a 
school, among other activities. See their website, teglapeacefoundation.org.  
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The relative absence of women in formal peacebuilding institutions means that 
their problems often are sidelined or neglected. It also deprives these efforts of actors 
who play an important role in their communities, especially at the grassroots. Women 
and girls experienced the 2007-2008 conflict differently from men. They were at 
greater risk of rape and other types of sexual violence, crimes which were seldom re-
ported. (An Amnesty International report cited estimates as high as 40,000 incidents 
of sexual and gender-based violence largely unreported for fear of stigma.)43 Peace-
building solutions that do not include women may be harder to implement. Women 
are more likely to interact with members of other ethnic groups at shared facilities, 
such as water points, clinics or schools. These day-to-day interactions offer opportu-
nities to build trust and reach agreements on sharing resources. 44  

D. Counties’ Complementary Security Role 

Despite pressure on the national government over the last four years to cede more 
security powers to counties and governors, it has done so only reluctantly.45 Its main 
objection is that such devolution could fuel hostilities in multi-ethnic counties where 
a sitting governor might seek to use security forces to back militias from his own 
ethnic group.46 While the argument has merit, enhanced central government coop-
eration with local county-level officials, particularly to boost intelligence-gathering 
capabilities and improve relations with local communities, could improve security. 
Several Rift Valley county officials, for example, have asked for arrangements allow-
ing the local and national governments to share responsibility.47 Operational decision-
making authority could remain in the hands of professional security officials as 
opposed to elected individuals liable to use their power to target political rivals.  

The legal framework for such cooperation exists. The National Police Service Act 
(2011) established the County Policing Authority (CPA) to create mechanisms for 
joint local security management by national and county governments with commu-
nity help. Under this act, the governor chairs the County Policing Authority which 
includes a representative appointed by the police chief, the county heads of both the 
Kenya police and the administrative police service, representatives from the direc-
torate of criminal investigation and the National Intelligence Service; the chair of the 
county security committee (the county commissioner, appointed by the president); 
and six members from special interest groups such as youth, women and faith-based 
organisations.48 Setting up CPAs would help the government improve its intelligence-
 
 
43 “Kenya: Crying for Justice: Victims’ Perspectives on Justice for the Post-Election Violence in 
Kenya”, Amnesty International, 15 July 2014, p. 27. 
44 Crisis Group telephone interview, civil society official, Nakuru, 19 May 2017. 
45 The government allowed limited local security arrangements in some insecure regions, especially 
the north east. Crisis Group Africa Briefing N°114, Kenya’s Somali North East: Devolution and 
Security, 17 November 2015. 
46 Crisis Group interviews, religious leader, Nakuru, January 2016; senior county official, Eldoret, 
February 2016. 
47 Crisis Group interviews, county executive, Eldoret, February 2016; experienced public policy 
expert, March 2017. 
48 The county government is supposed to advertise for the six positions; in turn, the county public 
service board recruits, vets and forwards names to the county assembly for approval. Crisis Group 
interview, governance expert, Nakuru, September 2016, March 2017. 
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gathering capacity and share the security-coordination burden with county officials 
who have a stake in averting economically costly conflict.  

Yet implementation of the CPAs has been dogged by challenges, notably the lack 
of funding combined with competition between governors and county commission-
ers for decision-making authority and budgetary control. A governance expert who 
tracks implementation of devolution pointed to inadequate allocation of funds as a 
major impediment. Many county governments have started recruiting candidates 
for the six special-interest slots but have yet to fill the positions; they argue that the 
national government should bear the operational cost of setting up the CPAs, a pro-
spect that seems remote given mounting budget deficits.49 

E. Small Arms Proliferation 

Security forces struggle to police the vast pastoralist north (especially Baringo, Tur-
kana, West Pokot and Samburu), whose rough, hard-to-navigate terrain is ideal for 
ambushes. Small arms in the hands of civilians, particularly automatic weapons, 
represent a serious threat in the event of an electoral crisis.50 There is alarming prec-
edent: in separate incidents in 2012 in Baragoi, Samburu county, and in 2014 in Kape-
do, along the border between Baringo and Turkana counties, heavily-armed militias 
killed 63 police. Since that time, the government has deployed additional personnel, 
including the RDU equipped with armoured personnel carriers.51 But its various dis-
armament operations have failed. Local communities criticise them as haphazard 
and biased, targeting some groups and not others.52 A parallel process aimed at reg-
istering arms possessed by civilians (mostly pastoralists) has been equally unsuc-
cessful, largely because many mistrust government intentions.53  

Authorities need to implement a more serious and concerted campaign of civilian 
disarmament across the country. This could be done by promising those who give up 
their guns immunity from prosecution while arresting and prosecuting those who fail 
to do so. But such an initiative would require regional cooperation and agreement on 
a framework for joint disarmament operations. Many pastoralist communities refuse 
to surrender their weapons, invoking past disarmament operations that reportedly 
left them vulnerable to attacks by communities living across the border in neigh-
bouring countries such as Uganda, South Sudan and Ethiopia.54 

Kenya and Uganda have in the past discussed carrying out joint disarmament op-
erations and Kenya hosts the Regional Centre on Small Arms (an intergovernmental 

 
 
49 Ibid.  
50 Crisis Group interview, security source, Nairobi, July 2016. A 2012 study estimated that between 
530,000 and 680,000 firearms were in civilian hands nationwide; a similar study cited in the same 
document “estimated the number of arms in a number of Kenya’s pastoralist districts to be 172,995”. 
See Wepundi et al., “Availability of Small Arms and Perceptions of Security in Kenya: An Assess-
ment”, Special Report, Small Arms Survey, June 2012. This is the most recent comprehensive small 
arms survey report on Kenya. The second study it cited was undertaken by Practical Action.  
51 Crisis Group interview, senior security official, Kabarnet, April 2016, March 2017. 
52 Crisis Group interview, security expert, Nakuru, April 2016, March 2017. 
53 By March 2017, only 33 of the thousands of guns in the hands of local civilians were registered in 
Baringo county. Crisis Group interview, senior security official, Kabarnet, April 2016, March 2017. 
54 Crisis Group interview, security expert, Nakuru, April 2016, March 2017. 
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agency supported by the UN Development Programme) that champions initiatives 
for the reduction and control of small arms and light weapons. Governments in the 
region should tap the expertise of such bodies to plan a coordinated disarmament cam-
paign and authorities should show greater political will to back such an initiative.  

F. Resolving Land Disputes 

Land distribution and ownership disputes have been major sources of conflict since 
Kenyan independence. The 2010 constitution established the independent National 
Land Commission (NLC) to lead a comprehensive reform effort addressing historical 
injustices. The County Land Management Boards (CLMBs) are the NLC’s county-level 
arms, which act with input from both the commission and county governments.55 

With a history of skewed land distribution, the Rift Valley has witnessed numer-
ous land-related disputes, a situation worsened by the 2007-2008 violence and en-
suing forced eviction of Kikuyu and other communities. The region also has suffered 
high rates of land fraud and double registration. The National Land Commission is 
supposed to help resolve such disputes by determining actual ownership and cancel-
ling illegally acquired documents. However, it has faced numerous obstacles, includ-
ing interference from other government bureaucracies sharing similar functions, such 
as the Land Ministry, and from powerful political operatives, who have traditionally 
acquired land by manipulating ministry civil servants. Land-buying cartels that ben-
efit from uneven public land allocation and a litigious culture have further eroded 
the CLMBs’ effectiveness.56  

Civil society and progressive members of parliament should press the government 
to allow the NLC to exercise its constitutionally-mandated powers, perhaps by filing 
suit in the Supreme Court to clarify and delineate the roles of the commission and 
the ministry. An empowered land commission could take the lead in addressing land 
problems at the core of ethnic discord in the Rift Valley.  

 
 
55 Crisis Group interview, land official, Nakuru, 21 April 2016. 
56 Crisis Group interview, senior government administrator, Nakuru, April 2016. 
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VI. Conclusion 

Although renewed large-scale post-election violence in the Rift Valley pitting Kalenjin 
against Kikuyu is unlikely in 2017, the potential for serious local conflict centred on 
competition for governorships in ethnically-divided counties is real. Conflict-sensitive 
policing, local peacebuilding and the compilation of strong cases by the National Co-
hesion and Integration Commission leading to prosecution of politicians and local 
leaders seeking to stoke ethnic animosities – including through hate speech – would 
go a long way toward mitigating this risk. The political deal between Kalenjin and 
Kikuyu elites has diminished tensions, but peace remains extremely fragile, with myri-
ad sources of potential conflict just beneath the surface. Ultimately, only enhanced 
grassroots reconciliation efforts and genuine steps to resolve historical grievances – 
notably those related to land ownership and distribution – will help yield sustaina-
ble peace. 

Nairobi/Brussels, 30 May 2017  
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Appendix A: Map of Kenya 
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Appendix B: Glossary 

CORD Coalition for Reforms and Democracy 

CLMBs County Land Management Boards 

CPA  County Policing Authority 

DPC  District Peace Committees  

ICC  International Criminal Court  

JP  Jubilee Party  

KANU Kenya African National Union 

KNDR Kenya National Dialogue and Reconciliation 

NCIC National Cohesion and Integration Commission 

NLC National Land Commission 

NSC National Steering Committee on Peacebuilding and Conflict Management 

RDU Rapid Deployment Unit 

TJRC Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission  

URP United Republican Party 
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Appendix D: Reports and Briefings on Africa since 2014 

Special Reports 

Exploiting Disorder: al-Qaeda and the Islamic 
State, Special Report N°1, 14 March 2016 (al-
so available in Arabic). 

Seizing the Moment: From Early Warning to Ear-
ly Action, Special Report N°2, 22 June 2016. 

Counter-terrorism Pitfalls: What the U.S. Fight 
against ISIS and al-Qaeda Should Avoid, 
Special Report N°3, 22 March 2017. 

Central Africa 

Fields of Bitterness (I): Land Reform in Burundi, 
Africa Report N°213, 12 February 2014 (only 
available in French). 

Fields of Bitterness (II): Restitution and Recon-
ciliation in Burundi, Africa Report N°214, 17 
February 2014 (only available in French). 

The Security Challenges of Pastoralism in Cen-
tral Africa, Africa Report N°215, 1 April 2014 
(also available in French). 

The Central African Crisis: From Predation to 
Stabilisation, Africa Report N°219, 17 June 
2014 (also available in French). 

Cameroon: Prevention Is Better than Cure, Afri-
ca Briefing N°101, 4 September 2014 (only 
available in French). 

The Central African Republic’s Hidden Conflict, 
Africa Briefing N°105, 12 December 2014 (al-
so available in French). 

Congo: Ending the Status Quo, Africa Briefing 
N°107, 17 December 2014. 

Elections in Burundi: Moment of Truth, Africa 
Report N°224, 17 April 2015 (also available in 
French). 

Congo: Is Democratic Change Possible? Africa 
Report N°225, 5 May 2015. 

Burundi: Peace Sacrificed? Africa Briefing 
N°111, 29 May 2015 (also available in 
French). 

Cameroon: The Threat of Religious Radicalism, 
Africa Report N°229, 3 September 2015 (also 
available in French). 

Central African Republic: The roots of violence, 
Africa Report N°230, 21 September 2015 (also 
available in French). 

Chad: Between Ambition and Fragility, Africa 
Report N°233, 30 March 2016 (also available 
in French). 

Burundi : anatomie du troisième mandat, Africa 
Report N°235, 20 May 2016 (also available in 
French). 

Katanga: Tensions in DRC’s Mineral Heartland, 
Africa Report N°239, 3 August 2016. 

The African Union and the Burundi Crisis: Ambi-
tion versus Reality, Africa Briefing N°122, 28 
September 2016 (also available in French). 

Boulevard of Broken Dreams: The “Street” and 
Politics in DR Congo, Africa Briefing N°123, 13 
October 2016. 

Cameroon: Confronting Boko Haram, Africa Re-
port N°241, 16 November 2016 (also available 
in French). 

Fighting Boko Haram in Chad: Beyond Military 
Measures, Africa Report N°246, 8 March 2017 
(also available in French).  

Burundi: The Army in Crisis, Africa Report 
N°247, 5 April 2017(only available in French). 

Horn of Africa 

Sudan’s Spreading Conflict (III): The Limits of 
Darfur’s Peace Process, Africa Report N°211, 
27 January 2014. 

South Sudan: A Civil War by Any Other Name, 
Africa Report N°217, 10 April 2014. 

Somalia: Al-Shabaab – It Will Be a Long War, 
Africa Briefing N°99, 26 June 2014. 

Eritrea: Ending the Exodus?, Africa Briefing 
N°100, 8 August 2014. 

Kenya: Al-Shabaab – Closer to Home, Africa 
Briefing N°102, 25 September 2014. 

South Sudan: Jonglei – “We Have Always Been 
at War”, Africa Report N°221, 22 December 
2014. 

Sudan and South Sudan’s Merging Conflicts, 
Africa Report N°223, 29 January 2015. 

Sudan: The Prospects for “National Dialogue”, 
Africa Briefing N°108, 11 March 2015. 

The Chaos in Darfur, Africa Briefing N°110, 22 
April 2015. 

South Sudan: Keeping Faith with the IGAD 
Peace Process, Africa Report N°228, 27 July 
2015. 

Somaliland: The Strains of Success, Africa Brief-
ing N°113, 5 October 2015. 

Kenya’s Somali North East: Devolution and Secu-
rity, Africa Briefing N°114, 17 November 2015. 

Ethiopia: Governing the Faithful, Africa Briefing 
N°117, 22 February 2016. 

Sudan’s Islamists: From Salvation to Survival, 
Africa Briefing N°119, 21 March 2016. 

South Sudan’s South: Conflict in the Equatorias, 
Africa Report N°236, 25 May 2016. 

Kenya’s Coast: Devolution Disappointed, Africa 
Briefing N°121, 13 July 2016. 

South Sudan: Rearranging the Chessboard, Af-
rica Report N°243, 20 December 2016. 

Instruments of Pain (II): Conflict and Famine in 
South Sudan, Africa Briefing N°124, 26 April 
2017. 

Instruments of Pain (III): Conflict and Famine in 
Somalia, Africa Briefing N°125, 9 May 2017. 
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Instruments of Pain (IV): The Food Crisis in 
North East Nigeria, Africa Briefing N°126, 18 
May 2017. 

Southern Africa 

A Cosmetic End to Madagascar’s Crisis?, Africa 
Report N°218 (also available in French), 19 
May 2014. 

Zimbabwe: Waiting for the Future, Africa Briefing 
N°103, 29 September 2014. 

Zimbabwe: Stranded in Stasis, Africa Briefing 
N°118, 29 February 2016. 

West Africa 

Mali: Reform or Relapse, Africa Report N°210, 
10 January 2014 (also available in French). 

Côte d’Ivoire’s Great West: Key to Reconcilia-
tion, Africa Report N°212, 28 January 2014 
(also available in French). 

Curbing Violence in Nigeria (II): The Boko Ha-
ram Insurgency, Africa Report N°216, 3 April 
2014. 

Guinea Bissau: Elections, But Then What?, Afri-
ca Briefing N°98, 8 April 2014 (only available 
in French). 

Mali: Last Chance in Algiers, Africa Briefing 
N°104, 18 November 2014 (also available in 
French). 

Nigeria’s Dangerous 2015 Elections: Limiting the 
Violence, Africa Report N°220, 21 November 
2014. 

Guinea’s Other Emergency: Organising Elec-
tions, Africa Briefing N°106, 15 December 
2014 (also available in French). 

Burkina Faso: Nine Months to Complete the 
Transition, Africa Report N°222, 28 January 
2015. 

Security Sector Reform in Guinea-Bissau: An 
Opportunity Not to Be Missed, Africa Briefing 
N°109, 19 March 2015 (only available in 
French). 

Mali: An Imposed Peace? Africa Report N°226, 
22 May 2015 (only available in French).  

Burkina Faso: Meeting the October Target, 
Africa Briefing N°112, 24 June 2015 (only 
available in French). 

The Central Sahel: A Perfect Sandstorm, Africa 
Report N°227, 25 June 2015 (also available in 
French). 

Curbing Violence in Nigeria (III): Revisiting the 
Niger Delta, Africa Report N°231, 29 
September 2015. 

The Politics Behind the Ebola Crisis, Africa 
Report N°232, 28 October 2015. 

Mali: Peace from Below?, Africa Briefing N°115, 
14 December 2015 (only available in French). 

Burkina Faso: Transition, Act II, Africa Briefing 
N°116, 7 January 2016 (only available in 
French). 

Implementing Peace and Security Architecture 
(III): West Africa, Africa Report N°234, 14 April 
2016 (also available in French). 

Boko Haram on the Back Foot?, Africa Briefing 
N°120, 4 May 2016 (also available in French). 

Nigeria: The Challenge of Military Reform, Africa 
Report N°237, 6 June 2016. 

Central Mali: An Uprising in the Making?, Africa 
Report N°238, 6 July 2016 (also available in 
French). 

Burkina Faso: Preserving the Religious Balance, 
Africa Report N°240, 6 September 2016 (also 
available in French). 

Nigeria: Women and the Boko Haram Insurgen-
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